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CHAPT1<JR V 

VOL·rAGE CU~REW.V AND PO .. TER RE~A"rJ ()l'J IN AN ARC PLASJ .. LA. IN A 

VARJABL~ AXIAL FAGNETIC ?IR:.'.JD 

5 • 1 • INTRODlJC1IOH 

The variation of voltage, current and output 

~ower in a mercury arc plasma has been investigated in an 

Etxial magnetic field (O- 1350 G) for three values of dis

charge current namel~r 3, 4 and 5A. I'he variation of voltage, 

current and output power in an arc plasma under the action 

of a transverse magrH~tic fie..Ld was investiGated by Sen and 

Das (1973). Utilisine Bec~man's (1948) theory and the modi

fication introduced by Sen and G,Lpta {1971) regarding the 

variation of charged particle density and electron tem:ne

ratu.re in a glovv discharge in tht presence of a magnetic 

field the experimental results have been satisfactorily 

explained. It was fnrther pointE?d out that the theoretical 

expresPions deduce~ by Beckman (1948) as modified by Sen and 

Gupta (1971) are valid over a rar;.ge of (H/P) values upto 

1.000 G/torr. Allen (1951) observed that in the case of 

heavy current pulsed arc diRchA.rge in hJrdrogen th.e voltage· 

current characteriAti~s showed a slight negative gradient 

over the arc currPnt range of 25 to 80 A with no.magnetic 

field but became increasingly necati~e with increase of 

mae;netic field. 1he effect of an axial magnetic field upto 

470G on the arc stability volta~e and temperature has been 

----··---
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studied b'r Goldman and White ( 1965) who observed that the 
' " 

field had no stabilisine influen(:e on the arc whereas it 

led to an increase of voltage drop across the arc. No 

theoretical interpretation of the rerults was however, 
... . 

provided. Forrest Rnc~ Fran}:lin (1:l66) described a theore-

tical model for a low presc-ure are discharge in a magnetic 

field in which prefictions have been made for radial elect

ron n~mber denpity profile and radial light emission ·profile. 

Current voltage characteristics of elow discharge in longi-

tudinal magnetic field has been j_nvestigated b~r Sen and 

Jana (1977) and it has been observed that the discharge 

current increases and the axial voltage drop across the.arc 

decreases with incre~se of _axial traenetic field for the 

range of pressure investigated (0.685 to 0.925 torr). 

Assuming, the radial distribution Jf particles as Bessa

lian it has been possible to explH . .in the results quanti ta

tively. The results also show that Bessalian distribution 

holds in the presence of magnetic field as well; electron 

temperature and its variation in an axial magnet:Lc field 

(from zero to 1050 gauss) in a mer~ury arc plasma have been 

mearured by Sadhya and Sen (1980) ~y a spectroscopic method. 

A model has been developed in which air plays the role of a 

quenching gas and it has be·en found that both atomic and 

molecular ions of mercur? are present in this type of 

discharge. A distribution function for the radial electron 

density has been deduced. The rePu.:_ts computed on this basis 

are in agreerr:ent with observed e:x:pE~rimental data. 
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The results obtained by Sen and Das (1973) indicate 

that the theoretical deduction (Beckman, 194A; Sen and Gupta, 

1971) regarding the variation of electron density and elect-

ron temperature in a tran::overse magnetic field in the case 

of glo'N discharge is -valid in the ·cas·e of an arc plasma as 

well. It is worthwhile to investigate whether the same model 

is valid in the case of an arc plasma when subjected to an 

axial magnetic fielc. The object :Ls also to find out whether 

the properties as well as the plasma parameters in an arc 

plasma are dependent upon the alienment of the magnetic 

field with respect to direction o:f flow of arc current. It 

is hence proposed to investieate in the present work the 

v~riation of v6ltage, current and .power relation in a mercury 

arc plasma in an axial magnetic fj_ eld an~l to provide a th eo-

retical treatment of the observef experimental results. In 
a 

the nresent investication the conc1utivit,y- value in magnetic ,.. 
field has been calculated and an anal~rtical expression nre

sented to represent the variation 6f conductivity in the 

magnetic field. Utilising this expression the variation of 

outnut power 1vith mat,'Tietic field has been explained. 

5.2. EXPJ<:RIM3~NTAL SETUP 

A mercury arc has been investigated, the arc tube 

(discussed in the article 2.2) of ,·vhich is cylindrical 

(length 9 em and diameter 4.8 ern) and is excited by a 

stabilised d.c. source with a rheostat to control the 

current recorded by an arn[Y]eter. Th·~ mercury arc is cooled 
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by the external circuiation of air. The· pre~sure in~ide the 

arc maintained at 0.045 torr. To oaintain the pressure cons-

tant dry air which acts as a buffer gas was introduced by a 

variable microleak of a neec1.le vaJ.ve. ·The mercur? arc is 

placed between the pole pieces of an ele.ctr-omagnet energised 

br a stabilised d.~. sou~ce. The lines of force are parallel 

to the direction of the flow of a~c current and the voltage 

aeroBe the arc iP meaRu.red b;,r a voltmeter·with an accuracjr 

of + 0 .5V. The maenetic field has been accurately meapured 

b;r a fluxmeter for magnetisi!l.g current from 1 to 5.5A 

~Article 2.5, Fig. 2o7). Keeping the distance between the 

pole pieces at 9.8 em the maenetic field varies from zero to 

1.5 (KG). 'I'he schematic exnerj_mental arrangement is shovm --
in figure 5.1o 

RB8lT.uTS AHD DI80US~ION 

The variation of voltage across.the arc, the arc 

current and power developed across the arc have been plotted 

in figures 5 .2, 5.3 and 5 .4, respectivel,y for magnetic field 

var~ring from zero to 1 .5 kG. It is observed from figure 5.2 

that (a) initial voltage acrosR the arc for all the three 

arc currents investigated (3A, 4A and 5A) is the sa!!le w·hen 

no magnetic field is pre~ent ,.,hjJ!h is consistent with our 

previous observation. (b) When the magnetic field is applied 

~he voltage acros8 the arc increases linearly with magnetic 

field. The rate of increase is however, different for the 

three arc currerits. Rate of increase is the highest for the 
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loweRt initial current and decreaRes with increase of current. 

(c) From fieure 5.3, it evident that with increase of the 

magnetic fiAld the arc current decreaRes but the rate of 

decrease depends upon the initial value of arc current. 

Let us assu[!)e that i is the···current when there is 

no magnetic field, V s ·the sourc:e '/ol tage of the arc, R 

i:;he resistance of the current regulatine rheostat and Va 

the voltage drop across the arc. Then 

= v a + iR ( 5 ~ 1 ) 

If ii-I is the current on the pr·=!sence of magnetic field 

then 

= V + . R aH lH (5.2) 

where VaH is the voltage across the- arc in the presence 

of magnetic field. From equation (5 .• 1) and (5.2) we get 

(5.3) 

Thus it is evident that due to decrease of current in 

the pref1ence of maenGtic field the voltage across the arc 

increases. To verify eqn. (5.3), (VaH- Va) has been 

plotted against (i- ii-I) in fieure (5.5) for three arc 

currents and R can be calculated from the slopes of 

the curves. 
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Table 5" .-1 

i = 3A i = 4A i = 5A 

I - ·-- - -- --- - -
I I 

i - iH VaH va I i - IH v - v B.H a i - iH I v aH - v a 

- ·-- - -- -

o.o o.o OoO o.o o.o o.o 

0.025 0.75 0.025 0.75 0.050 0.75 

0.065 '1. 75 0'.075 1 .60 0 .1.0 1 .50 

0.100 3.00 0.125 2o875 0.175 2.75 

0.125 4.25 0.175 ; .• e75 0.225 3.75 

0.150 5o00 0.20 4o75 0.30 4.50 

0.175 5.75 0.25 5.50 0.35 5.3 

- - - - - - - - - - -· --J 

The curveG are linear and the slope of the curve gives 

the' value of R, the rep,istance of the series rheostat which 

is used to adjust the initial current. The R- values for 

3, 4 and 5A are respectivel,;r 34.Ct., 22.5.n. and 16.6 n and 

are in excellent agreee:1ent with th.e actual resistance values 

of the rheostat used for adjusting the initial arc currents. 

The linear variation of arc voltage with magnetic field can 

be represented by an equation of the form 

E ( 1 + 'YYl0 ~) = · E ( 1 + mH) 
(5.4) 
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where 'YYl vari•es with arc current. !'or arc currents, of 3, 4 

and 5A, the 'YYl 0 values are reRpe~-tivelJ' 4.23, 3.CJ4, and 

3.74 where H is expressed in kG and E i£ the total 

voltage a c r o s s t·h e arc • 

We further note that as reported by Aen and Das 
... 

(1q73) almost similar resultn have been obt~ined in trans-

verse magnetic field as is nov! found in the case of a 

l6ngitudinal magnetic field. But quantitatively there is a 

difference. I21 the case of transverse magnetic field tbe 

maximum change of current is in the ratio 1 .58 whereas in 

the case of axial magnetic field t:1e ratio is much smaller 

( 1 .062) for a macnetic field of tbe order of 1 .35 kG. As 

a ·result the ratio of voltaee change in the transverse mag-

netic field is 1.86 whereas in the longitudinal matsnetic 

field· it is 1 .37o We can thus conclude that in both the 

caPes the effects are similar but the transverse magnetic 

field will have a more dominant effect o~ the properties of 

arc plasma than an axial maenetic field. 

Rince the voltage across the arc and the 

curre:nt have been measured for aL axial magnetic field 

var~ring from ?iero to 1 .35 kG it is possible to calculate 

the average conductivity of the arc pla~ma for the range 

of !!laenetic field investigated. :ve define the expreRsion 

for the average conductivity as 

J 
E ( 5 • 5 ) 
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where J := ,~ radius cf the arc tube and E 
the corresponding arc voltage/em. The values of (f}-{ for 

three arc currents are given in Table 5.2 for values of 

magnetic field used i!'l the exneri!llent. 

-------- ------
Magnetic field (fH ( in rnhoB ern) 

(kG) ,_ --- ---- ---
3A 4A 5A 

--- ----- -- .,._ 

o.oo 0.6259 0.8347 1.0433 

0.17 Oo5907 Oo7906 0. 9845 

0.37 0.5475 0 0 7 401 0.9309 

Oo72 Oo5058 0.6803 0.8530 

0.99 0 0 4693 0 o6 364 Oo7997 

1.20 Oo4478 Oo6046 0.7573 

1 • 37 0.4281 Oo5751 0.7218 

is 

Let us aBsum e that the variation of CfH with H 

can be reprepented b~r ·an equation~ of the form (fH =. cre.x.pf((J-\.) 
where OC is a constant. We can calculate the '7alue of 

b~r a statj.stical method: 

(f"H :: (j e.xj:> (-a H) ") 

toea cr H = to~ cr- oc H. , 
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- - 1 

S = L[ Lo~ <JH - io~ <f + o<. H ] ; 

~~. = 2 L H[ lo'cl <TH- 1"'\1 cr + oG H] = 0 , 

' ' 
Fof a current of 3A, 

'\ ' 2 ' (f=- 0·625C} LH=4·S2 LH::: 4·9812 

So i o(, = - 2. 2 s {5 Lf + "!> . 6 7 84 

4·'=''a 12. 

fol' 1 4A ,-,.a currant of 
I 
J 

; ··a-=0·~~47 LH,;:4.~2 LH 2 =4·':H512 

I 
l> 
I 

, 

Bo d..::: -0·8710 +2-23773'2. = 0' 1. 744 . -
Ll·9~11.. 
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For a current of 5A, 

0·0424 +1.14716 

= 0.2714 

To verify whether the proposed ex~.ression for <flo\ 
> 

aerees with the experimental· results the val'ues of (f..,. 

calculated with .the above deduced value of rJ.., are com-

pared with experimental results in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3 

- - - r- - - - - - - - - - ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Magne-1 3A ' 
4A ' ' 5A 

'---------tic 1. -~------------------
field 1 

I 

(kG) , 

<f H ' (f H I (fH 
( expt) ' Cal cula- , ( expt) 

: ted from 1 

,.eqn.5.6 1 

. ' 
r (fH 1 <fH· 

1 
01-\ 

'CalcuJ.a.:;eq. ( expt.} CalcuJ..a-
lfrom eqn. , , ted from 

5 • 6 , : e qn • 5 • 6 
------- ----- ------- ---------------
Oo17 0.5907 Oo5963 0.7906 0.7967 0.9845 Oo9963 

0.37 0.5475 0.5432 0.7401 0.7541 0~9309 0.9436 

0.72 0.5058 0.5097 0.6803 0.6851 0.8530 0.8581 

Oo99 Oo469) 0 0 4720 0.636 4 0.6362 0.7997 0.7975 

1 0 20 . 0 .. 4478 0 o 44L~5 0.,6046 0 .. 6005 o .. 7573 0 .. 753'3 

1. 37 0.4281 0.4235 0.;5751 0.57'32 0 .. 7218 0 .. 719'3 

-------- ---- ---- --- --------------

..• .al 
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~he resuJ..ts show good agreement between the experi-

rn en tal and cal cu.la ted values. 

·we can thus r"!on8lude that the variation of conduc-

tivi ty in an axi2.1 mae;netic field ca.n be reprePented as 

where the value of r:;\, changes slightly with the arc current. 

BAckman (194E:1) decLlced that in the presence of magnetic field 

the electron denpit~r is reducea..Ren and Gupta (1971) showed 

that Beckman's expression· can be stated as 

where are respectively the electron den-

si ties in the nreP8:!1Ce of and abpence of magnetic field, and 

where 

where 

E 

T 
.J.J 

( 5 .B) 

is the voltage acroPs the discharge tube, 

I 

is the ~ean free p~th of electron at a pressure of 

1.0 torr, Te the electron temperature and ~ the conducti

. vi ty proportional to n, the ele.~tron densi t~r. Hence compa-

ring (6) and (5) we get. 
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The value of ol can thus be ca:L cula ted in an alternative 

wa~r. In the R.bove expreRsion all the quanti tiep are }:no\'1/11 

except P which ·is the VR.pour prt~:Jsnre of mercury. As in an 

earlier paper (Sadh~a and Sen, 1980), the vapour presPure of 

mercury was determined by noting the temnerature of the wall 

for three different arc currents. The ~~ values for 

arc currents of 3A, 4A and 5A are 0.3032, 0.3342 and 0.3652 

torr rRspectively. We take 

-6 ( c1 = 2 x 10 Sen and Das, 

E == 15.25 V (experimental result) 

1973) and T 
8 

= 1 • 778 x 1 o7K 

(Karelina 1'942) and r = 1 em. The calculated value of()(. 

is 0.2335 while the value fror.J our experiment is 0 .2e59. 

This discrepancy between tbe two v·alues of r$. need not be 

taken too seriously but it _shows t:1e agreement of orde.r bet

ween the two valuesg This.provides a direct experimental 

verification of the theoretical deduction of Beckman (1948) 

.as modified by Sen and Gupta ( 1971.). 

Figure 5.4 shows the variation of outnut power at 

the arc with the magnetic field. It is evident that the 

variation is lineRr with the magnetic field in the range of 

magnetic field investigated here. :8'rom our experimental results 

we note that the variation of EH , the voltage across the 

arc in the presence of mam1etic field, is linear with the 

magnetic field and C<l.n be represented by an equation of the 

form E = E + m H 
0 0 

where m
0 

·is the slope of cnrve, or 

m H = E (1 -t- o ) = E ( 1 t mH) 
E 
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where m = m
0
jE• The power outpu~ at the arc in the presence 

ot the magnetic field is 

() - I E - rr E2
.- cr e.xp (-o<..l-1) £

2 (1 + mH)
2 

1R. - H - \l.}-\ H - · · - · 

= <ff'l [ ex~(-o<.H) +'m'lH
2

e.xp (-CXH) -t 2mH e.xp (-o<.H)] 

~ : erE '2 [- o<. e;< p( -o<. H) -t m'l:~, 1-l e.xp (-oc H)- m'\i 1o<. exp (-"'H) 

+2m exp (-ocH)- 2mHo<. e..xp(-o<.H)] 

Maximisipg we get 

Hmax = ( 2 m1
- 2 mx + :2 rn "-) j :;_ m'c~.. 

. 
(.'aking the pord tive sign be~ore the radical we get 

Hwax ~ ( 2/rJ., - 1/m) 
If we take the negative sign before the radical Hmax 

becomes negative and hence the negative sien _before the 

radical is discarded. 

Taking the v~lues of dv and m as obtained here 

from experimental meapurement ( r:J.. = 0.2859 and m = 0.2773) 

we, get H = 3606 G. Since the maximum magnetic field used max 

in the experiment is 1350G the magnetic field for maximum 

power dissipation will be beyond this range and cannot be 

observed in the present experimental set-up. We can thus 

connlude that the variation of confuctivity in an arc plBsma 

in an axial magnetic field can be renresented by the expre-

ssion 
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where o<, is a cons·tant which shows a small decrease in the 

value with the increase of the arc current. With this.exp-

resr.ion for it has been po~nible to explain the 

variation of the output power at the -arc. v;ith magnetic 

field. 

We can thus compare the VRriation of voltage 

current and output power of an arc plasma in variable 

tranrwerGe mrtgnetic anC. axial magnetic fields. In both 

ca::es voltage increa:::es and current decreases when the 

magnetic field is increasec' but the effect is much more 

pronounced in a tranRverse r:-mgnetj_c field. The power out

put becomes a maximum for a certain value of magnetic field 

when it is tra!lf'Verse whereas the power output shows almost 

a linear incren.se with maenetic field when it is axial. 

Actual calculation shows that in the case of axial magnetic 

f.ield the maximum power output wil.l occur at magnetic field 

which lies beyond the magnetic field investigated in the 

present experimental Ret-up. 
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Voltage current and power relation in an arc plasma in a variable 
axial magnetic field 
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Department of Physics, North Bengal University, 734430, India 
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Abstract. The variation of voltage, current and output power in a mercury arc plasma has 
been investigated in an axial magnetic field (0-1350 G) for three values of discharge current 
narriely 3, 4 and 5 A. The-voltage increases and current decreases almost linearly and the 
output power also increases with increase of the magnetic field. The conductivity value in 
magnetic field has been calculated and an analytical expression presented tQ represent the 
variation of conductivity in the magnetic field. Utilizing this expression the variation of output 
power with magnetic field can be explained. · 

Keywords. Voltage; current; power relation; arc plasma; axial magnetic field. 

PACS No. 52·80 

1. Introduction 

, The variation of voltage, current and output power in an arc plasma under the action of 
a transverse magnetic field was investigated by Sen and Das (1973). Utilizing 
Beckman's (1948) theory and the modification introduced by Sen and Gupta (1971) 

:. regarding the variation of charged particle density and electron temperature in a glow 
discharge in the presence of a magnetic field the experimental results have been 
satisfactorily explained.· It was further pointed· out that the theoretical expressions 
deduced by Beckman (1948) as modified by Sen and Gupta (1971)are valid overa range 

: of (H/P) values 1000 Gjtorr. Allen (1951) observed that in the case of heavy current 
pulsed arc discharge in hydrogen the voltage current characteristics showed a slight 
negative gradient over the arc current range of 25 to 8() A with no magnetic field but 
became increasingly negative with increase of magnetic field. The effect of an axial 
magnetic field upto 470 G on the arc. stability, voltage and temperature has been 
studied by Goldman and White (1965) who observed that the field had no stabilizing 
influence on the arc whereas it led to an increase of voltage drop across the arc. No 
theoretical interpretation of the results was however provided. Forrest and Franklin 

. ( 1966) described a theoretical model for a low pressure arc discharge in a magnetic field 
in which predictions have been made for radial electron number density profile and 

' radial light emission profile. Current voltage characteristics of glow discharge m 
, longitudinal.magnetic field has been investigated by Sen and.Jana (1977) and it has 
·been observed that the discharge current increases and the axial voltage drop across the 
arc decreases with increase of axial magnetic field for the range of pressure investigated 

1 (0·685 to 0·925 torr). Assuming the radial distribution of particles as Bessalian it has 
r been possible to explain the results qualitatively. The results also show that Bessalian 
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distribution holds in the presence of magnetic field as well; electron temperature and its 
variation in an axial magnetic field (from zero to 1050 gauss) in a mercury arc plasma 
have been measured by Sadhya and Sen (1980) by a spectroscopic method. A model has 
been developed in which air plays the role of a quenching gas and it has been found that 
both atomic and molecular ions of mercury are present in this type of discharge. A 
distribution function for the radial electron density has been deduced. The result.s . 
computed on this basis are in agreement with observed experimental data. 

The results obtained by Sen and Das (1973) indicate that the theoretical (Beckman 
1948; Sen and Gupta 1971) deduction regarding the variation of electron density and 
electron temperature in a transverse magnetic field in the case of glow discharge is valid 
in the case of an arc plasma as well. It is worthwhile to investigate whether the same 
model is valid in the case of an arc plasma when subjected to an axial magnetic field. 
The object is also to find out whether the properties as well as the plasma parameters in 
an arc plasma are dependent upon the aligninent of the magnetic field with respect to 
direction of flow of arc current. It is hence proposed to investigate in the present work 
the variation of voltage, current and power relation in a mercury arc plasma in an axial 
magnetic field and to provide a theoretical treatment of the observed experimental 

results. 

2. Experimental arrangement 

A mercury arc has beei:l investigated, the arc tube of which is cylindrical (length 9 em 
and diameter 1·8 em) and is excited by a stabilized d. c. source with a rheostat to control 
the current recorded by an ammeter. The mercury arc is cooled by the external 
circulation of air. The pressure inside the arc is maintained at 0·045 torr. To maintain 
the pressure constant dry air which acts as a buffer gas was introduced by a variable 
microleak of a needlevalve. The mercury arc is placed between the pole pieces of an 
electromagnet energized by a stabilized d.c. source. The lines of force are parallel to the 
direction of the flow of arc current and the voltage across the arc is measured by a 
voltmeter with an accuracy of ± 0·5 V. The magnetic field has been accurately 
measured by a fluxmeter for magnetizing current varying from 1 to 5·5 A keeping the 
distance between the polepieces as 9·8 em. The magnetic field varies from zero to 
1·5 (kG). The schematic experimental arrangement is shown in figure 1. 

3. ·Results and discussion 

The variation of voltage across the arc, the arc current and power developed across the 
arc have been plotted in figures 2, 3 and 4, respectively for magnetic field varying from 
zero to 1·5 kG. It is observed from figure 2 that (a) the initial voltage across the arc for 
all the three arc currents investigated (3 A, 4 A and 5 A) is the same when no magnetic 
field is present which is consistent with our previous observation. (b) When the 
magnetic field is applied the voltage across the arc increases linearly with magnetic 
field. The rate of increase is however different for the three arc currents. Rate of increase 
is the highest for the lowest initial current and decreases with increase of current. 
(c) From figure 3, it is evident that with increase of the magnetic field the arc 
current decreases but the rate of decrease depends upon the initial value of arc current. 
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Figure I. Schematic diagram of experimental set-up. 
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Figure 2. Variation of arc current with magnetic field. I 3 A Pu. = 0·3032 torr, II 4A Pug= 
0·3342 torr, ITI 5 A Pug= 0·3658 torr. 

Let us assume that i is the current when there is no magnetic field, V8 the source 
voltage of the arc, R the resistance of the current regulating rheostat and Va the voltage 
drop across the arc. Then · · 

V8 = Va + iR. (1) 

If iH is the current in the. presence of magnetic field then 

(2) 
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·Figure 3. Variation of arc current with magnetic field. Details of curves as in figure 2. 
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Figure 4. Variation of output power with magnetic field. Details of curves as in figure 2. 

where VaH is the voltage across the arc in the presence of magnetic field. From (1) and (2) 
we get 

(3) 

Thus it is evident that due to decrease of current in the presence of magnetic field the 
voltage across the arc increases. To verify equation (3), (VaH- Va) has been plotted 
against (i- iH) in figure 5 for three arc currents and R can· be calculated from the slopes 
of the curves. · 

The curves are linear and the slope of the curve gives the value of R, the resistance of 
the series rheostat which is used to adjust the initial current. The R-values for 3, 4 and 
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Figure 5. Variation of (V.n- V.) x 102 with (i- i.nl' x 102
. Details of curves as in figure 2. 

5 A are respectively 34 n, 22·5 Q and 16;66 n and are in excellent agreement with the 
actual resistance values of the rheostat used for adjusting the initial arc currents. The 
linear variation of arc voltage with magnetic field can be represented by an equation of 
the form. 

. ( , H) En= E +.m0 H ~ E 1 +m0 E = E(1 +mH), (4) 

where m varies with arc current. For arc currents of 3, 4 and 5 A, the m0 values are 
respectively 4·23, 3·94 and 3·74 where H is expressed in kG and E is the total voltage 
across the arc. 
· We further note that as reported by Sen and Das (1973) almost similar results have 
been obtained in transverse magnetic field as is now found in the case of a longitudinal 
magnetic field. But quantitatively there is a difference. In the case. of transverse 
magnetic field the maximum change of current is in the ratio 1·58 whereas in the case of 
axial magnetic field the ratio is much smaller (1'-062) for a magnetic field ofthe order of 
1·35 kG. As a result the ratio of voltage change in the .transverse magnetic field is 1·86 
whereas in the longitudinal magnetic field it is 1·37. We can thus conclude that in both 
cases the effects are similar but the transverse magnetic field will have a more dominant 
effect on the properties of arc plasma than an axial magnetic field. . 
. Since the voltage across the arc and the current has been measured for an axial 

magnetic field varying from zero to 1·35 kG it is possible to calculate the average 
conductivity of the arc plasma for the range of magnetic field investigated. The values of 
tTn for three arc currents are given in table 1 for values of magnetic field used in the . . 

experiment. 
Let us assume that the variation of an with H can be represented by an equation of, 

the form an= aexp (- cxH)_ where cx.is a constant. We can calculate the value of a by a 
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Table 1. Values of arc conductivity for differ-
ent magnetic fields. 

Magnetic u11(in mhos em) 
field 
(kG) 3A 4A SA 

o:oo 0·6259 0·8347 1·0433 
0·17 0·5907 0·7906 0·9845 
0·37 0·5475 0·7401 0·9309 
0·72 0·5058 0·6803 0·853 
0·99 0·4693 0·6364 0·7997 
1·2 0·4478 0·6046 0·7573 
1·37 0-4281 0·5751 0·7218 

statistical method, which is shown for a current of 3 A. 

So 

u8 = uexp(- aH), 

log u11 =log u- aH, 

S = L [logu11 - iogu + aH] 2
; 

dS 
-= 22:: H[Iogu11 -logu + aH] = 0, 
da 

i=6 . i=6 i=6 

L Hlogu11 =logo L H-aL H 2
, 

i=l i=l i=l 

i=6 i=6 

logu L: H- L Hlogu11 
(/. = __ ..:..i =_1:.......,.--;o-....:i_=..:.l ___ _ 

i-6 

I. H2 
i=l 

() = 0·6259 L H = 4·82 L H 1 = 4·9812, 

log u = ·- 0·4658 L H log u 11 = - 3·684. 

- 2·2584 + 3·6784 . 
(/. = 4·9812 = 0·2859. 

To verify whether the proposed expression for u11 agrees with experimental results the 
values of u11 calculated with the above deduced value of a are compared with 
e·xperimental results in table 2. 

The results show good agreement between the experimental and calculated values. 
Following the ab<;we procedure the value of a for arc currents of 4 amp and 5 amp has 
also been calculated and found to be 0·2744 and 0·2714 respectively. 

We can thus conclude that the variation of conductivity in an axial magnetic field can 
be represented as 

u 11 = u ex p ( - aH), (5) 
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Table ·2. Experimental and calculated vafues 
of arc conductivity ·for different values of 
magnetic field. 

Magnetic (JH 

' field (JH (Calculated froJTI 
(kG) (Expt) · equation (5)) 

0·17 0·5907 0·5963 
0·37 0·5475 0·5432 
0.72 0·5058 0·5097 
0·99 0-4693 0·4720 
1·20 0·4478 0·4445 
1·37 0·4281 ' 0·4235 
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where the value of a changes slightly with the arc current. Beckman (1948) deduced that 
in the presence of magnetic field the electron density is reduced. Sen and Gupta (1971) 
showed that Beckman's expression can be stated as · 

(6) 

where nH and n0 are respectively the electron densities in the presence of and absence of 
magnetic field, and 

(7) 

where E is the voltage across the discharge tube, C1 = [(e/m)(.l/v,)Jl, where Lis the 
mean free path of the electron at a pressure of 1 torr, 7;, the electron temperature and a 
the conductivity proportional ton, the electron density. Hence comparing (6) with (5) 
we get 

The value of a can thus be calculated in an alternative way. In the above expression all 
the quantities are known except P which is the vapour pressure of mercury. As in an 
earlier paper (Sadhya and Sen 1980), the vapour pressure of mercury was determined 
by noting the temperature of the wall for three different arc currents. The P if9 values for 
arc currents of 3 A, 4 A and 5 A are 0· 3032, 0· 3342 and 0· 3658 torr respectively. We take 
E = 15;25 V (experimental result), C1 = 2 x 10-6 (Sen and Das 1973) and Te = 
1·778 x 103 K (Karelina 1942) and r = 1 em. The calculated value of a is 0·2335 while 
the valu'e from our experiment is 0·2859. The discrepancy between the two val)les of a 
need not be taken too seriously but it shows the agreement of order between the two 
values. This provides a direct experimental verification of the theoretical deduction of 
Beckman (1948) as modified by Sen and Gupta (1971). 

Figure 4 shows the variation of output power at the arc with the magnetic field. It is 
evident that the variation is linear with the magnetic field in the range of magnetic field 
investigated here. From o'ur experimental results we note that the variation of EH, the 
voltage across the arc in the presence of magnetic field, is linear with the 111agnetic field 
and can be represented by an equation of the form 
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where m0 is the slope of the curve, or 

( 
m0 H) EH=E l+E =E(l +mH), 

where m = m0/E. The power output at the arc in the presence of the magnetic field is 

PH= IEH = aHE1 = aexp(- aH)E2(1 + mH)2 

~ aE2 [exp (- aH) + m2 H 2 exp (- aH) + 2mH exp (- aH)] 

dPH 2 , 2 
dH =aE [-aexp(-aH)+m 2Hexp(-aH) 

- m2 H 2a exp (- aH) +2m exp (- aH)- 2mHa exp (- aH)]. 

Maximising we get 

H max= (2m2 
- 2ma + 2m2 )/2m2a. 

Taking the positive sign before the radical we get 

Hma~ = (2/a) ~ (1/m). 

If we take the negative sign before the radical Hmax becomes negative and hence the 
negative sign before the radical is discarded. 

Taking the values of a· and mas obtained here from experimental measurement 
(a=0·2859 and m=0·2773) we get Hmax=3606G. Since the maximum magnetic field 
used in the experiment is 1350 G the magnetic field for maximum power dissipation will 
be beyond this range and cannot be observed in the present experimental set-up. We 
can thus conclude that the variation of conductivity in an arc plasma in an axial
magnetic field can be represented by the expression 

· a H = a exp (- aH), 

where a is a constant which shows a small decrease in the value with the increase of the 
arc current. With this expression for a H it has been possible to explain the variation of 
output power at the arc with magnetic field. 

We can thus compare the variation of voltage, current and output power of an arc 
plasma in variable transverse and axial magnetic fields. In bot.h cases voltage increases 
and current decreases when the magnetic field is increased but the effect is much more 
pronounced in a transverse magnetic field. The power output becomes a maximum for 
a certain value of the magnetic field when it is transverse whereas the power output 

. shows almost a linear increase with magnetic field when it is axiaL Actual calculation 
shows that in the case of axial magnetic field the ma:ximum power output will occur at a 
magnetic field which lies beyond the magnetic field investigated in the present 
experimental set-up .. 
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